TESTIMONIALS
“Marc and Dawn are great coaches; we’ve known them since Alex was 7
years old and he is 17 now. He is currently playing Championship tennis in
Texas and varsity tennis in high school. Alex has grown up under Marc and
Dawn's coaching. We appreciate their offering lessons three times a week
without fail. We appreciate their tennis skills and all of the advice they’ve
extended over the years. We recommend them and their tennis program to
everyone.” -Alex ,Gigi & George
"Marc's kindness and passion for tennis made lessons personal, fun,
and productive. Marc is a great teacher because he sees his students
as they can become, continually pushing them to have finer swings
and quicker steps. He is a great coach and a better friend, and I
recommend him for players of any age and experience."
Thanks for the opportunity to think on those fun lessons again.
-Davis

“We have known Marc and Dawn for the last 12 years. They have helped our
kids to enjoy and appreciate the game of Tennis. They are very caring to the
kids and work with them at a pace at which the kids still love to play the
game.” - Edward and Synthia F

“I started playing tennis with Marc in junior high and continued to
practice with him during high school. Marc really helped inspire me
to love tennis and work hard to get better every time I played. Both
individual and group lessons were always productive and gave me a
lot of experience that showed during matches. I had considerably
less experience than the kids who played on my high school team
because all of them had started at a much younger age, but I was
still able to keep up and even surpass them during matches thanks
to the experience and skill base I developed in Marc's program.
Marc was also helpful off of the court also. Marc helped teach me
how to string rackets and re grip them so I didn't have to depend on
other people to string my rackets right before a match. Marc creates

an amazing cohesion between all of his students so that they can all
perform at a higher level and help each other grow. This was a huge
help because the whole class was able to help one another and
provide different inputs to help improve our strokes. Marc also
develops amazing basics for new players. He has lots of experience
and
knowledge
that
allows
him
to
develop
drills
that
help reinforce the important base skills that help create great tennis
players. I cannot recommend Marc as a tennis coach more highly;
he has an amazing program that really shows results in every player.
Without his help I couldn't have made my school's varsity team
after my first year of playing competitive tennis. “ -Reid C

“Marc has been coaching our oldest son since 2008 and our youngest since
2011. His style of teaching is one that makes them want to go to their
lessons every week. Each week they learn and improve their game. It did
not take very long for them to give me a good match and then start beating
me consistently. He has a way of quickly building their confidence on the
court. His sense of humor makes the lessons fun for the kids, while they
focus on improving their technique. Both boys have told me that Marc is
able to watch them for a few seconds and know exactly how to fix a
problem. This comes from Marc’s years of experience as a coach and player.
Jordan Tennis also offers group lessons three times a week. My sons
participate at least two times per week. They enjoy the group games and
tennis drills. They are disappointed when they have to miss one. From my
observations, the group lessons provide a fun way to get exercise and
improve and learn tennis skills.
We were introduced to USTA team tennis through Dawn Doyle. This was a
great opportunity for my boys to experience competitive tennis in a learning
environment. Dawn taught them skills and techniques necessary for playing
singles matches as well as doubles matches. They learned how to be
gracious whether they won or lost.
In general, Jordan Tennis has been a very good experience for us. We trust
Marc and Dawn with our kids on and off the court. We are happy to
recommend Jordan Tennis to anyone interested in learning to play tennis or
wanting to improve their tennis game.” -Gary and Joyce M

“My two daughters have been enjoying HCJTL tennis with Marc
Jordan and Dawn Doyle for almost a decade. This was always their
favorite activity during the week. Participation in HCJTL tennis
helped them grow physically as well as mentally. We are happy to
have HCJTL in our community.“
-Radmila H., mother of Katherine and Anna N

“Our son has been coached by Marc and HCJTL for the last three years. We
have found both Marc and Dawn to be professionals who take great pride in
their coaching and mentoring.
As a result, each student walks away
prepared to compete in tennis as well as life itself. I remember when Marc
informed me of his major illness and the next thing I knew, he was
presenting me with a plan for my son while he was going to be absent. That
demonstrates how Marc and Dawn think very highly of their students. I
highly recommend Marc and Dawn and their entire program to anyone
without hesitation.”
-Sunil P

